Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover

Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover is a biodegradable detergent designed to clean new surfaces and existing sound painted surfaces prior to repainting.

exterior/interior

Typical uses
- Driveways
- Garage floors
- Paths
- Other existing sound cementitious, timber and painted surfaces

Physical properties
- Type: Blended surfactants and cleansers
- Form: Aqueous solution
- Solvent: Water
- Solution viscosity: Water thin
- Colour: Clear to slightly hazy
- Dilution: One part Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover to three parts freshwater
- VOC: 0% (see Resene VOC Summary)

Performance and limitations
Performance
1. Easy to apply, low odour.
2. Powerful degreaser.
3. Solvent free and biodegradeable.
4. Dramatically improves recoatability of aged, painted surfaces.
5. Contains no phosphates, halogens or alkali hydroxides.

Limitations
1. Do not add Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover to paint.
2. Mild steel and aluminium are attacked by Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover and are unsuitable materials for either storage or application equipment.
3. Do not apply to glass surfaces. If contact does occur, immediately wash off with copious quantities of freshwater. Concentrate product left on glass surfaces may etch the surface.
4. Avoid use on windy days and wet days as it will be difficult to control the product and ensure that the surface is fully wetted with Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover.

Please ensure the current Data Sheet and Safety Data Sheet are consulted prior to specification or application of Resene products. View Data Sheets online at www.resene.com/datasheets. If in doubt contact Resene.
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Application
Wear adequate protection. Use overalls, gloves, eye protection and suitable footwear.

Mix one part Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover to three parts water and apply by brush or low pressure spray to saturate the surface. Porous surfaces must be fully wetted to ensure the best result is achieved.

Scrub vigorously using a nylon bristle broom or short, hard bristle scrubbing brush to remove all dirt, grease, mould and any loose flaking paint. Rinse with large volumes of clean water until there is no more foaming evident. Thorough rinsing is very important as all of the Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover must be removed before painting.

Use more concentrated mixes to clean more heavily soiled surfaces. Test cleaning may be useful to determine proper dilution and to ensure compatibility with the substrate.

If the surface is hot, pre-wet before applying Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover or defer cleaning until temperatures reduce.

Allow Resene Heavy Duty Paint Prep and Oil Remover to remain on surface for 5-10 minutes, dependent on temperature. The diluted product must not be allowed to dry on the surface. Do not apply to glass surfaces, metallic finishes especially aluminium surfaces that will remain unpainted. May dull glossy finishes.

Thoroughly clean the application tool or spray equipment with freshwater immediately after use. Do not store concentrated or diluted product in metal or aluminium containers.

Where possible avoid contact with plants or cover. If contact does occur wash plants with copious quantities of freshwater as soon after contact as is practical. Do not allow diluted product to dry on plants.

Precautions
Ensure adequate protective equipment and clothing is used during dilution and use. Wear rubber gloves and eye protection during all stages of use.

Do not allow the product to come into contact with plants, streams or animals. May kill aquatic life if allowed to enter the stormwater system. Divert all roof run-off to a sewer or alternative catchment system.